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ABSTRACT
This paper puts forth the idea of a subversive stance on learning
analytics as a theoretically-groundedmeans of engaging with issues
of power and equity in education and the ways in which they
interact with the usage of data on learning processes. The concept
draws on efforts from fields such as socio-technical systems and
critical race studies that have a long history of examining the role
of data in issues of race, gender and class. To illustrate the value
that such a stance offers the field of learning analytics, we provide
examples of how taking a subversive perspective can help us to
identify tacit assumptions-in-practice, ask generative questions
about our design processes and consider new modes of creation to
produce tools that operate differently in the world.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • General and reference → Cross-computing tools
and techniques; • Applied computing→ Education; • Social and
professional topics→ Computing / technology policy.
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1 THE NEED FOR A SUBVERSIVE STANCE
Recent events have brought overdue attention to issues of power in
learning analytics and how they intersect with the existing struc-
tures and systems of education [61]. As learning analytics moves
to become an increasingly influential force impacting how people
teach and learn, our field needs to grapple with the ramifications
(intended and unintended) of its efforts, and critically engage with
the ways in which power, race, gender and class impact and are
impacted by our work [49]. This need is particularly pressing in
the context of an unprecedented shift towards learning online and
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the corresponding increase in the quantity and types of data being
generated about students around the world [64]. This creates a
situation that demands questions about surveillance, equity, bias,
ownership, control and agency in learning analytics use [50, 66]. As
[58] has noted, it becomes increasingly pressing to study our prac-
tices when we see that, although learning analytics tools are built
with the intention of improving educational processes, outcomes
and contexts [39], students and teacher stakeholders often distrust
that our work really serves the surveillance needs of administrators.

There are four reasons that a critical look at learning analytics
is both necessary and timely:

(1) As learning analytics plays an increasing role in educational
decision-making processes, centering concerns of equity is
necessary to avoid perpetuating systemic biases and main-
taining an unjust status quo. Moreover, without a critical
perspective, there is a risk that learning analytics could in-
advertently exacerbate existing inequities.

(2) learning analytics’s raison d’etre is to improve learning and
the environments in which it occurs. Whenever possible,
there is a moral obligation to use educational tools as a
means of making a positive impact, and there are untapped
opportunities for Learning Analytics to act as a tool for social
justice.

(3) Left unaddressed, the challenges learning analytics pose
for privacy and surveillance as well as the perception that
tools serve the needs of those in power more than those
of students, can undermine the potential positive effects of
learning analytics and may drive potential users away.

(4) Consideration of unintended effects that learning analytics
tools have “in the wild” as part of complex socio-technical
systems is needed to avoid technological “solutionism” (treat-
ing technology as an answer to problems with the assump-
tion that all innovation is necessarily good [45]).

These concerns are not new. For example, they have been dis-
cussed through: examination of ethical challenges around privacy
and agency [52, 60]; calls for more theoretical grounding [14, 20, 24];
highlighting of the ramifications on minoritized populations [56];
and even questioning of whether we should start the field afresh
[58]. However, concrete actions to engage with and address them
are still largely lacking. Prior attempts have either remained in a
critical position, without a clear and actionable path forward [57];
or offered general frameworks for their consideration (such as a
learning analytics code of ethics) that have not been taken upwidely
[60]. It is only a small number of efforts that have offered tangible
tools (such as methods to evaluate the fairness of predictive models
of student learning) to tackle these thorny problems [23, 27, 41].
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This existing work is valuable in offering a foundation upon
which to start. However, in considering how our field can pro-
ductively engage with the constellation of issues related to the
interaction between power and equity in systems of education and
learning analytics, there is also much that can be learned from
related disciplines that have been grappling with these questions
for a long time.

Subversiveness as a critical stance has proven useful in other
contexts to help educators and technologists reassess the complex
weave of structures that impact their work and the way their work
ripples into and is assimilated by those structures. In addition, sub-
versive approaches suggest strategies for thinking unconventionally
about technology and its futures [8, 45]. Subversive stances underlie
many critical traditions in the world of activism, critical education
[28], political art [15] and social movements [9], and have been
used to identify existing (and often overseen) challenges and to
think creatively about how to address them. In addition, tool devel-
opers can use a subversive stance to interrogate their creations by
incorporating ways to look at the shortcomings of data into their
thinking.

In this paper, we bring together ideas from different disciplines
that have examined the role of data in our society by, for example,
analyzing its impact on educational institutions organizationally
[22]; or looking at the intersection of data with race, gender and
class through the lens of socio-technical systems [8]. Drawing from
them, we attempt to crystallize the notion of a subversive stance
for learning analytics as a "sensitizing concept" [4]: a theoretically-
grounded means of engaging with issues of power in our work. We
provide an initial illustration of what taking a subversive stance
means and what it can offer the field in three parts. We first use it
to unpack some of the assumptions that underlie learning analytics
work and describe two larger “myths” they propagate. We then
share a set of generative questions that can (and should) be asked
to interrogate our processes, the ways in which analytics come to
be, and anticipate consequences of their use. Finally, we describe a
set of potential artifacts (tools, processes, experiences) that might
be created to puncture current systems and reveal or address their
shortcomings.

2 A SUBVERSIVE STANCE FOR LEARNING
ANALYTICS

“Subversiveness” is a broad term, used with both negative and pos-
itive connotations in heterogeneous contexts and times [7, 11].
Consistently, however, it signals two things: one, the recognition
of a “norm”, a hegemonic power structure (for example in gender
relations or educational hierarchy) whose value system is often
taken for granted; and two, the need to challenge this structure
through the questioning, inversion, displacement, neutralization or
caricature of its value systems andmeans by which its power is exer-
cised [67]. In Socrates’ dialogues, Shakespeare’s fools or Nietzsche’s
aphorisms, we find examples of discourse that unveils values and
structures that are considered axiomatic by many (especially those
in power), to puncture and disrupt them. The positionality of the
agent of subversion is, at least temporarily, that of an “other” (fool,
madman, artist, comic or naive interrogator) who stands outside

of the status quo to point to what is aberrant within the reigning
normalcy.

Looking into our practices of learning analytics from an “out-
sider” stance (by consciously exposing and interrogating that which
is often taken for granted, and by opening ourselves up to invite cri-
tique and challenge from outside perspectives) can be a productive
means for the field to engage with the larger economic, political
and social discussions currently taking place in the space of educa-
tion. In this endeavor, we explicitly draw on various fields outside
of learning analytics which have proposed alternative means of
negotiating power and accountability in practice and research with
data.

A first set of perspectives come from the sometimes intersecting
areas of socio-technical systems (STS) and Critical Race Theory
(CRT). Authors in these traditions dissect practices that may at first
appear efficient and even progressive, and reveal how they may
act as mechanisms that perpetuate power imbalances. One such
case is the myth of technology as “cultureless” and agnostic, while
using white, male and western measures as a “default” [8]. They
also advocate for a reckoning with the negative consequences that
datafication has had, especially on minoritized populations [2]. Of
particular relevance to our field is the concept of techno-chauvinism,
the ideology that, with enough data and technology, systems can be
capable of solving almost any social problem [10]. This inclination
can often cloak the complexity of how social problems interact with
historic inequities, or the ways in which technologies themselves
can replicate and generate social problems and forms of oppression
[47, 53].

Feminist schools of thought have also prodded assumptions of
power and representation in the processes that render technologies
and offered ways to reshape problematic practices into emancipa-
tory ones. For example, the notion of “design justice” [13] has been
presented as a means of inquiring into design from perspectives of
equity, beneficiaries, values, and ownership, and asks designers to
look at how their work impacts various populations as well as is-
sues of gender and race. In learning analytics, similar conversations
have arisen about the need to bring stakeholders into our design
processes [16] as part of a larger shift towards Human-Centered
Learning Analytics [59]. Such efforts could go further by specifically
thinking about groups of stakeholders that could be most negatively
impacted by a learning analytics application and designing ways
to intentionally include them in our discussions and processes of
design [55].

Critical schools of thought have also drawn on the practices of
artists and tinkerers, who craft experiences that bring to life the
challenges created by datafication. They are most overtly “subver-
sive” in the ways in which they play with notions of the object,
subject and purpose of data inquiry, turning these on their heads.
For example, the “Rap Research Lab” subverts the canon of aca-
demic research, and uses rigorous data methodologies to investigate
hip hop and other aspects of Black and Brown youth cultures that
have been left out of “serious” inquiry in the past [34]. Other col-
lectives make creative and unexpected uses of data by, for example,
the development of tools for humorous visualizations from large
datasets; the creation of “emotional and subjective datasets” that
play with the idea of data objectivity [17]; offer artistic experiences
about personal data surveillance [5, 45]; or develop demonstrations
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of how data can construct or obstruct citizenship [42]. While these
initiatives may not follow conventional models of scholarship, their
work vividly demonstrates the paradoxes of technology as an agent
of both freedom and surveillance.

Another source of inspiration is groups who use critical insight
for organizational or systems-wide change. Researchers, for exam-
ple, have worked closely with practitioners in the space of big data
and accountability in education, and looked into how high-stakes
assessment measures create perverse incentive systems, such as
teaching-to-the-test and the narrowing of curricula [22]. They have
also developedmetrics which attempt to take into account the multi-
faceted nature of student performance, and interrogated the notion
of “quality” in education by incorporating the perspectives of com-
munities of teachers, parents and students [op. cit]. Moreover, some
have suggested to include the complicating social circumstances
that may impact student’s grades as part of performance assessment
[62]. Finally, at the intersection of systems change, CRT and STS,
there are promising initiatives such as Data for Black Lives [43] that
are using analytics and collective action to upend social inequity
and empower communities of color and progressive movements.

This initial survey of work from other fields to inform a subver-
sive stance in learning analytics is far from exhaustive, yet already
points to a number of epistemologies and methodologies that can
inspire new ways of engaging in learning analytics through a sub-
versive lens. In the following sections we look into how a subversive
stance can lead to concrete action within our field.

3 THE SUBVERSIVE STANCE IN ACTION
In this section we demonstrate the value of taking such a stance
by providing examples of how it can help us to identify taken-for-
granted assumptions-in-practice, ask generative questions about
our design processes and consider newmodes of creation to produce
tools that operate differently in the world.

3.1 Unpacking Assumptions in Learning
Analytics

One way in which a subversive stance offers value to learning ana-
lytics is through its imperative to unpack the hidden assumptions
and value systems that underlie “business as usual”. To demonstrate
the power of this practice, we describe below two “myths” in learn-
ing analytics that are the consequence of unquestioned assumptions.
The term myth is used because, while in our field the ideas below
are widely recognized as untrue, they still paradoxically inform our
discourse and practices, and we can sometimes behave as if they
were true. This lack of resolution allows for negative consequences
in the ways in which analytic tools are created and used, and thus
merits our conscious attention to them.

3.1.1 The Objectivity Myth. The field of Learning Analytics is
founded on the basic premise that data collected about learners and
learning can provide a sound basis for making decisions to improve
learning processes and outcomes [24]. For this logic to function,
the data must be taken as an appropriate and useful representation
of a learner’s knowledge, process or other characteristic. However,
it is well established that data are not “neutral” but rather “come
into existence through the use of tools that embed assumptions
and particular perspectives about the world" [65]. Shifting from

the language of data capture to that of data generation highlights
the ways in which data are not natural resources waiting to be
collected but artifacts of activity that are actively produced under
the influence of a combination of technological and human factors
[26]. Larger social, political and economic influences inevitably play
a role in what data is valued and why [25, 58].

But even though learning analytics may acknowledge this lack
of neutrality in a general sense (e.g. [51]), the everyday language
we use can suggest the opposite. A discourse of objectivity can be
seen in recent LAK Proceedings through the use of terms such as
objective data [18, 29, 44], objective measures [1, 35, 38], objective
techniques [40], objective monitoring [46], objective prediction [33],
objective performance [63], objective feedback [48], and objective
visualization [18]. In our own work, we have fallen into the trap of
characterizing things this way, seeking to distinguish the external
measures calculated from a system about a learning process from
the fuzzier internal perceptions of the various actors involved [30].
In one sense this is a valid and important distinction as learning
research has relied on self-report measures for far too long. How-
ever, at the same time such discourse reifies and normalizes the
premise that our measures are neutral, preventing us from prob-
lematizing the ways in which they are also a site of political, social,
and historical forces.

The objectivity myth can be characterized through a list of its
problematic assumptions, such as

• Data are neutral
• Data are not political
• Data tell the whole story
• Data can unproblematically be used to predict the future
• Data speak for themselves

3.1.2 The Perfect Process Myth. Learning analytics provides de-
signers and instructors with a set of tools for observing and acting
upon learning environments, revealing new ways of engaging with
students or providing insight into aspects of learning that once
remained hidden. However, the value of these innovations for “op-
timizing” can sometimes be undermined by not taking into account
the complexities of the human experiences with which they interact
[32].

There is a temptation in thinking, for example, that because a
form of data is available, it must be the answer to some problem,
or conversely, that any problem can be solved if the right data is
in place. On the contrary, for many disciplines, the belief that any
ambiguity should be resolved, and that technology is always the
answer (or “solutionism”) is in itself a problem [45]. In education in
particular, there are ways in which the experience of failure, ambi-
guity, and even opacity is not always a problem, but an affordance
that can encourage learning, creativity and growth [31].

Even when we believe we have identified a legitimate prob-
lem to address, there is the question of whether learning analytics
researchers are always the right group of people to tackle them.
Data-driven designs that mediate our realities and how we interact
with the world are often produced by a small, homogenous elite [13].
These technologies, designed by persons in privileged positions,
are then implemented on populations very different from the ones
with whom they were initially tested [41]. The more minoritized
a group is, the more likely a technology will be subject to a blind
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spot with respect to them [53], and the more complex a technol-
ogy (as with data), the harder for those impacted to identify the
challenge and defend themselves [8]. Learning analytics tools are
seldom designed with input from those who will be most impacted
by them (notably students), and there are rarely measures of equity
considered when our systems are tested (though the increase in the
tools being developed for this purpose is promising [23, 41, 61]).
It is also still rare to find cases of follow up on how designs are
used by practitioners beyond usability studies. Ultimately, we know
little about how others will use our solutions, yet we often act
as though we expect them to correctly interpret, act upon, and
ethically consider the information we provide.

The perfect process myth can be characterized through a list of
its own problematic assumptions, such as

• Data-driven decisions are always in the best interest of those
impacted

• Data can be correctly interpreted and acted upon by those
with access

• Data and related tools will be used as intended
• Data and related analytics are unproblematically generaliz-
able

• Data can be used to solve all problems

3.2 Interrogating and Updating Design
Practices

Another way in which a subversive stance offers value to learning
analytics is through the apparatus it offers to connect the micro-
processes of tool design and the macro-structures of educational
systems. Here we describe a set of generative questions for learning
analytics creation adapted from Costanza-Chock’s work on design
justice [13], and we consider alternative systems of power relations
possible between researchers and those who traditionally have been
the subjects of their research.

Part of enculturation into a discipline is learning when not to
ask questions and accepting the practices that are socialized in the
field as unproblematic [36]. Yet naively asking the obvious can help
us see where the emperor is clothed and where he is not; in other
words, the fractures and opportunities in our practice. This leads us
to adapt [13] to offer five sets of generative questions for Learning
Analytics:

• Who are the decision makers? Who is allowed at the table
where design and research questions are being asked? Who
gets to ultimately make decisions? Who is influenced by the
process yet not invited to that table?

• Who is impacted? What populations are we asking about?
Which ones are we not asking questions about? Which mi-
noritized groups are we thinking of and which ones do we
choose to ignore andwhy? Are we taking a global or western-
centric perspective? Who is benefitting or profiting?

• What are our positionalities? What are the identities and
positionalities of the players at the table? How may our priv-
ilege be impacting or creating blind spots for our decisions?

• What larger structures are at play? Who is exercising power
on the process even while not being present at the table?
What structures give them that power and what are their

values? How are we adjusting to power structures (such as re-
search funding interests) and their agendas? What tradeoffs
are we willing to make?

• What value systems are encoded in our learning analytics?
What values about education?What values about data?What
values about being human? What stories of education are
we telling through the work we are doing? Which ones are
we silencing? What assumptions about the social order are
embedded into our process or tools? What structures of
hierarchy and control are implicit in their functioning?

Consideration of the above questions demands the involvement
of stakeholders in the planning and design of learning analytics
tools. Education research has several traditions of methods that
have looked at unconventional ways to negotiate power and em-
powerment and that have questioned the idea of observation as
something “objective” that happens “outside” of practice. Many
start by challenging the taken-for-granted power dynamics of who
decides what gets asked in the first place, and who engages in the
chains of inquiry–asking who beyond scholars should be addressing
these questions, and why those impacted by research are not part of
the research design and inquiry processes. For example, in Action
Research, practitioners such as teachers become leads or co-leads of
research [6, 37]; in Participatory Action Research researchers pair
with learners and practitioners to improve their spaces together and
generate theory from these initiatives [3, 19, 21]; and in Youth Par-
ticipatory Action Research, as students are included in the decision
making and inquiry, the process becomes a learning experience as
well as the site for theory building [12]. While learning analytics
has begun to involve intended users as participants in processes of
design [16, 55, 59], we can move further to consider subverting the
top-down research and design hierarchies that shape the ways we
work.

3.3 New Kinds of Design Products
As a final example of how a subversive stance offers value to learn-
ing analytics, we describe speculative design examples of potential
novel artifacts (tools, processes, experiences) that are inspired by
work in the critical traditions described above. They are first at-
tempts, meant to shift perspective, displace, invert and question,
by means of estrangement and humor, offered as “objects to think
with” to spur critical discussion.

3.3.1 Blank Boxes Analytics. The objective of this design is to make
visible not only the data that is available, but that which is valued
and relevant, yet absent, in a situation. For example, in a dashboard
of student engagement, we may have click data on an LMS or traces
of gaze on a screen, but we don’t have information about how or
why certain parts of an activity seem to draw a learners’ focus more
than others. Nor do we have access to external factors from their
life outside the tool that shape how and why they engage. Some of
this information may become available as analytics improve, but
much of it will (or sometimes should) remain beyond reach. Blank
Boxes Analytics reminds us of the relevant educational constructs
and values that we should take into account, even when there is no
data to speak to it. Thus instead of a dashboard that simply provides
answers, it is a dashboard that, through empty boxes, incites the
user to ask questions.
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Figure 1: A sketch for a “blank box dashboard”, which fea-
tures important data which is missing or unmeasurable.

3.3.2 Imagining Data Utopias and Dystopias. What do educational
data tools look like in an ideal society? What does that ideal society
look like and what are the measures of success that we are looking
for in this context? How much ownership do stakeholders have
over these tools in this context? Data utopias and dystopias imagine
learning analytics for science fiction contexts to articulate our im-
plicit values and reveal the possibilities of what our discipline could
be in our wildest dreams, or its most nightmarish consequences.
For an example, see the different possible futures for AI-supported
collaborative learning envisioned in [54].

3.3.3 The Privileged Baseline. Learning analytics applications of-
ten work from the idea of a “typical” or “average” student, with
variables to represent the differentness of those who don’t fit this
profile. This can create a frustrating experience for minoritized pop-
ulations, which are constantly reminded of how they are viewed
as “other” or “deficient”. In contrast, those with the most privilege
have the experience of their race, class and gender being “invisi-
ble,” as the categories they inhabit are typically taken as “default”.
The Privileged Baseline tool flips this idea on its head by using the
minoritized position as the baseline. It creates predictions based on
this profile, requiring users to actively identify and “add” the forms

of privilege that distinguish them in order for them to be taken into
account in the prediction.

3.3.4 Metrics of Counter Narratives. Metrics of Counter Narratives
further challenges the problematic notion of a single “baseline” and
unidimensional notions of achievement and success by generat-
ing ways to quantify, and thus value, the different skills, abilities
and strengths of members of minoritized communities. These are
qualities of learning and forms of knowing formal education has
been relatively blind to (neither directly assessed nor gathering data
about). While the outcomes modeled by learning analytics are often
presented as universal, they inevitably have cultural values baked
in. If different groups value different things, then they will arrive
at different outcomes; thus a critical question to ask is "how can
models be made flexible enough to incorporate what minoritized
groups are achieving as well?".

3.3.5 Storified Dashboard. While we present data as an objective
means of assessment for students and learning contexts, there are a
myriad of subjective and intersubjective experiences that intersect
with the events that we are representing in someone’s life. These
experiences, stories, and occurrences go beyond the individual (our
usual unit of analysis), and are weaved into families and communi-
ties. For example, a Native American student’s math result coexists
and interacts with stories of oppression and resilience, as well as
those of math. By imposing the idea of a classifiable individual,
we impose a western individualistic and rationalistic ideology. The
Storified Dashboard challenges this, presenting data that is “anno-
tated” by fragments of stories; where the values are not set, but ebb
and flow to represent the inapprehensible nature of some of the
concepts that we aim to understand through data.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper attempts to crystallize the notion of a subversive stance
in learning analytics, by pulling on threads of ideas related to critical
learning analytics that have been circulating within our community,
as well as contemporary thinking from the fields of critical race
theory, socio-technical systems and speculative design. This sub-
versive stance can be used to identify hegemonic power structures
and ideologies implicit in our work, and respond to them through
questioning, inversion, displacement, neutralization and caricature.
To advance these efforts, we reviewed work from related disciplines
which critically assesses relationships among technology, data and
education in the context of existing social structures related to
race, class, ethnicity and gender. We also explore what a subversive
stance could look like in learning analytics, by drawing on the
concepts and practices of these traditions to probe assumptions of
the discipline that underlie our practice, asking generative ques-
tions to expose and upend traditional power relationships in the
design process, and providing a few initial ideas of what subversive
learning analytics solutions and experiences could look like. We
hope that these first steps towards taking a subversive stance in
learning analytics are generative for the community and offer a fer-
tile conceptual space for considering ways that can lead us to work
together to develop more just and equitable learning analytics.
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